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Artemis Vision reserves the right to make changes to the information in this document. It is 
the customer’s responsibility to refer to the version of the manual that corresponds to the 
appropriate version of the customer’s system. Please contact Artemis Vision for questions 

about correct versions of manuals and to determine whether any changes have been made. 
Information in this document does not represent a commitment on the part of Artemis Vision.

©Artemis Vision. All Rights Reserved.

This document describes the overall system set up for RaPTr Scanner. 

Refer to RaPTr Server User Guide for detailed software configuration.

Version: Gen 4b
Revision Release Date:  December 13, 2022
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Read this document and the documents listed in the additional resources section about 
installation, configuration, and operation of this equipment before you install, configure, 
operate, or maintain this product. 

In some cases, implementation details specific to your business case may not be listed in this 
manual. For guidance in these scenarios, please contact Artemis Vision. 

If you have questions about this documentation or have general suggestions, please notify 
us at: support@artemisvision.com.

SUMMARY OF MOST RECENT CHANGES
The most recent version of this document reflects a revised lens auto-configuration process 
and associated screenshots, as well as updated server parameters.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Resource Description 
RaPTr Scanner Installation Guide Describes mounting options and power requirements for 

installing RaPTr Scanner
RaPTr Server Installation Guide Describes the system requirements and steps necessary to 

install RaPTr Server
RaPTr Server User Guide Describes setup, configuration, and operation of a RaPTr Server
Barcode Basics & Symbology Describes specifics about various symbology options
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OVERVIEW
RaPTr Scanner is a purpose-built barcode scanning edge device that improves the 
efficiency of a logistics operation. Combined with a RaPTr Server and Supervisor 
Integration, RaPTr Scanner can transform a logistics operation by providing faster truck 
loading, photo documentation, logistics metrics, and reduced errors. This document 
describes the major principles of operation of the system while also covering setup, 
advanced configuration, and maintenance. It is recommended that the document be read 
in full to ensure a deep understanding of RaPTr Scanner prior to starting any work. 

PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION
First, determine the type of physical configuration your RaPTr (Rapid Pallet Tracker) system 
will best suit your operation. 

When set up and configured correctly, each set-up allows in-motion scanning of properly 
configured and placed barcodes.

The most ideal configuration for the RaPTr Scanner is the Drive Thru configuration.

Drive Thru is a “license plate reader” style approach, with the cameras facing the forklift 
driver and pallet. This set-up allows the most flexibility in distance between cameras and 
pallets, as well as barcode/label placement. 

Drive By is set up so the camera is perpendicular to the side of the pallet. Some facilities 
do not have the required room for Drive Thru configuration. Drive By configuration allows 
for the cameras to be much closer to the side of the pallet but requires more specific 
placement of the barcodes/labels and can sometimes require additional lighting. The 
“Drive By” set-up diagram illustrates this configuration. The Overhead configuration is an 
additional option for scenarios in which barcode labels are facing the ceiling.
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EXAMPLE SET-UP LAYOUTS
Drive Thru Set-Up

Door

Recommended
Drive Paths

Scan Area
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EXAMPLE SET-UP LAYOUTS
Drive By Set-Up

Door

Recommended
Drive Paths

Scan Area
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EXAMPLE SET-UP LAYOUTS
Overhead Set-Up

Unit

Door
Scan Area
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KEY TERMS
RaPTr Enterprise: A collection of RaPTr Systems spanning multiple warehouses of an 

organization.

RaPTr System: A single warehouse logistics solution comprised of RaPTr Scanner(s) and 
RaPTr Server.

RaPTr Server: Implemented on server hardware to support the server side of the 
ABP (Artemis Barcode Protocol).  The server software responds to the RaPTr 
Scanner(s) and supports interfaces where business logic can be added when read 
events are received and processed.

RaPTr Web Reporting Server: A dashboard that can optionally be installed alongside 
RaPTr Server that is provided by IIS and accessible via web browsers. Reports and 
metrics can be generated or provided through this dashboard.

RaPTr Scanner: The actual physical scanner that reads barcodes and displays results.

Supervisor: Any system that provides data on which RaPTr Server can perform 
transactions. In most instances, this is a WMS or ERP system, but can also be 
middleware. 

Scan Area: Refers to the Field of View (FOV) of each camera. This is the rectangular area 
that each camera “sees” to find the barcodes. As an object moves away from the 
camera, it will appear smaller. 

Scan Plane: Refers to a spatial plane where focus is optimal, also known as Focal Plane.

Depth Of Field: Refers to the area in front of and behind the point of focus of the camera 
lens where the sharpest image exists. 

Scan Angle: Depending on the mounted height of each camera enclosure and the 
distance from the Scan Plane, the angle of the camera can be slightly different. 
Optimal placement would reduce this angle to horizontal if possible. Steeper 
angles can be problematic, but most typical configurations can handle a fair 
amount of “skew” from camera angle. Shorter distances using the Drive Thru 
configuration are most prone to this, but with proper lens adjustment most 
angles and distances are workable. See Example Set-Up Layouts.

Module Size: The size of a module on a 2-dimensional barcode. A module is one of 
the squares that constitute the barcode. RaPTr Scanner expresses module size 
in both mm/inches as well as camera units, pixels. For more information on 
specifics of symbologies reference the Barcode Basics & Symbology guide.

Narrow Bar Width: The size of the smallest bar on a 1-dimensional barcode. RaPTr 
Scanner expresses narrow bar width in both mm/inches as well as camera units: 
pixels. For more information on specifics of symbologies reference Barcode 
Basics & Symbology. 

Object Distance: The linear distance between the front surface of the lens and the object 
that is being imaged.
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REQUIREMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
BARCODE REQUIREMENTS: 
RaPTr is most effective with 2D barcodes (Data Matrix, QR) with a minimum module size of 
3mm. See below for a 14x14 module data matrix at a module size of 3mm.  

42mm

3mm

42
m

m

1D linear barcodes (Code 128, Code 39) also work with the RaPTr Scanner. For 1D codes, 
larger codes are better. If barcodes meet the GS1 specification for pallet labelling, a single 
camera unit will cover double-stacked freight.  The GS1 specification calls for labelling the 
front and back of the pallet, with a Code 128 barcode and minimum of 0.5mm narrow bar 
width. Full details on the GS1 spec are available at gs1.org.

For additional information on barcodes and optimizing for our system, refer to Barcode 
Basics & Symbology guide.

LIGHTING RECOMMENDATIONS: 
The scanner is designed for functioning in a standard warehouse environment. OSHA 
regulations state that minimum lighting be 5 foot candles or 5 lumens per square foot (54 
Lux). While RaPTr Scanner can operate in these conditions, Artemis Vision recommends a 
minimum of 10 foot candles (108 Lux). A good rule of thumb is that there be a high bay 
light every 12 -18 feet.  Generally speaking, the brighter and more uniform the lighting, the 
better.

See lighting recommendations from the GSA at gsa.gov.
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RUN MODE
When RaPTr Scanner powers on, or the software is launched, it will enter RUN MODE. 
While in RUN MODE, RaPTr Scanners will be looking for the configured barcodes and 
perform all integration functionality required for production settings. 

The RUN MODE display has multiple sections that can be used to communicate 
information to the material handler. To view and modify the available areas take the 
following steps:

1. Press F5 or click on the RaPTr logo located in the top right corner to reveal the
navigation toolbar.
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2. Click the DIAGNOSTICS button.

3. Press F5 or click on the RaPTr logo located in the top right corner to hide the
navigation toolbar.

Revealing the DIAGNOSTICS overlay will provide information on the barcodes being 
scanned and camera/inspection framerates. Also, it provides headers for the available 
sections on the UI (User Interface) and allows for modification of their sizes. Any changes 
to the size of the UI sections will take effect immediately and will persist through power 
down. See the following graphic and table for more information about the sections of 
the UI, as well as other key features.

D
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1

2

3

5
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Description
1 Current Version number of RaPTr Scanner
2 Order data section, also known as Meta-

Data, is an area where custom HTML can 
be displayed. For many applications, this 
includes specifics related to the order 
being fulfilled by the truck that is present 
at the dock door.

3 The server responses section is an area 
where the responses to the barcode read 
events appear. The responses do not 
persist and are instead only present for 
the length of the Server Response Dwell 
Duration. If more than one response is 
present, the individual responses are 
scaled so that all responses fit in the area. 
When a barcode read event is triggered, 
and a server response is not received 
within 500ms, a blue waiting symbol 
will appear to indicate that the scanner 
is waiting on RaPTr Server to receive a 
response. Also located in this section are 
Custom Event Messages that are sent by 
the Server.

4 The image section contains the live feed 
of each camera. If a barcode is found in 
an image, a rectangle will be overlayed 
over the barcode. The color of the 
rectangle is decided by the response 
color defined in the barcode read 
event response. If no barcode has been 
received, the rectangle will be blue. 
Note: Images are displayed by the 
scanner after they have been inspected for 
barcodes, so there might be a slight delay 
in the video feed.

5 The bottom section of the screen is 
reserved for scanner information and 
alarming. The alarm banner will give 
visibility into errors with the scanners 
such as: loss of communication to the 
server, camera, etc. It can also display 
errors that occur on the server to ensure 
that corrective action can be taken as 
quickly as possible.
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CONFIGURATION MODE
ENTERING CONFIGURATION MODE 

1. From RUN MODE, press F5 or click on the RaPTr logo located in the top right
corner.

2. Click the CONFIGURE button.
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NAVIGATION
The right-hand side of the screen is reserved for the navigation tool bar. If desired, the 
navigation can be shown/hidden by clicking the RaPTr logo or by pressing F5. Key areas 
of the tool bar are separated by a thin bar. The topmost section is for transitioning the 
scanner back to RUN MODE, the middle section is for the navigation menu, and the final 
section is for saving, applying and canceling changes made to settings. When navigating 
between the individual menus, the navigation menu will highlight the menu that is 
currently visible.

SAVING AND APPLYING CHANGES
If a change has been made to the System or Advanced settings, the APPLY button will 
be highlighted in green and the CANCEL button will be highlighted in red. Clicking the 
APPLY button will cause the changes to take effect. Once those changes are applied but 
not saved, the SAVE button will be highlighted green, and the CANCEL button will be 
red. If there are no changes to be applied or saved, no highlighting will take place. 
Note: Before navigating to a different section, changes must be saved or applied or 
they will be lost.

If a change has been made to the camera or lens, it is applied immediately. For that 
reason, the APPLY button will not highlight green. Instead, the SAVE button will highlight 
green, and the CANCEL button will be red. If the CANCEL button is clicked, the saved 
camera and lens parameters will be applied, and the changes lost.

SYSTEM MENU
The SYSTEM Menu contains parameters necessary for communication to RaPTr Server, 
as well as parameters regarding the barcode symbologies. The parameters listed in the 
SYSTEM Menu are essential to the basic function of the scanner and should be addressed 
when setting up the scanner. 
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PARAMETERS
Server

Parameter Definition Example
Scanner Location ID Unsigned integer that identifies the scanner among the 

units installed at a location. Generally corresponds to 
the number assigned to the loading dock.

1

Image Storage Option Determines what RaPTr Scanner will do with the 
images that trigger a Barcode Read Event. 

Upload to 
Server

Server Interface Options:
1. Use RaPTr Server Use Artemis Vision’s proprietary UDP/TCP protocol for communications 

from RaPTr Server to RaPTr Scanners.
Server IP IP address of RaPTr Server. If left default, RaPTr 

Scanner will attempt to broadcast to locate RaPTr 
Server.

192.168.1.100

Server Port TCP/UDP port on which RaPTr Server will listen 
for communications from RaPTr Scanner.

52325

Scanner Port TCP/UDP port on which RaPTr Scanner will listen 
for communications from RaPTr Server.

52324

2. Use REST API Use Artemis Vision’s REST API for communications from RaPTr Server to 
RaPTr Scanners.

Use SSL Applies SSL encryption to all communications 
between RaPTr Server and RaPTr Scanners.

TRUE

REST API Local 
Port

Port on which RaPTr Scanners will be listening for 
REST requests.

52326

REST API Server 
Port

Port on which RaPTr Server will be listening for REST 
requests.

52327

REST API 
Username

Username for basic authentication for all REST 
requests.

artemis

REST API Password Password for basic authentication for all REST 
requests.

raptor

Barcode

Parameter Definition Example
Barcode Results Per 
Image

Maximum number of barcodes that RaPTr Scanner 
should expect to see in a single image. Generally 
speaking, this corresponds to the maximum number of 
pallets that would be present in a stack that is loaded. 
For most, this number is 2.

2

Barcode Regex Filter This field allows one to insert a Regular Expression 
to filter barcodes to be read. When RaPTr Scanner 
locates a barcode, it attempts to pass it through the 
filter. If the barcode does not meet the criteria, it will 
not be a candidate to trigger a Barcode Read Event. 
You can test various regular expressions via https://
regex101.com/.

^[0-9]*$

Datamatrix Enables the Datamatrix Symbology  TRUE

SYSTEM
 M

EN
U
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Parameter Definition Example
Minimum Module 
Count

Describes the minimum number of modules that 
constitute the Datamatrix barcode. Only applies to 
Datamatrix

 10

Maximum Module 
Count

Describes the maximum number of modules that 
constitute the Datamatrix barcode. Only applies to 
Datamatrix

 24

Code 128 Enables the Code 128 Symbology  TRUE
Code 39 Enables the Code 39 Symbology  TRUE
Has Checksum Defines whether the Code 39 barcode contains a 

checksum. Only applies to Code 39
 TRUE

QR Code Enables the QR Code Symbology  TRUE

Note: It is recommended that only the symbology or symbologies that are intended to be 
recorded are selected. Selecting more symbologies than necessary can negatively affect 
scanner performance. Also, selecting the exact symbologies needed can act as a method of 
filtering unneeded information.

ADVANCED MENU
The ADVANCED Menu contains parameters that are considered ancillary functions. Many of 
these parameters are related to the feedback mechanisms available to the material handler.

PARAMETERS
User Interface

Parameter Definition Example
Server Response Dwell  
Duration(s)

Defines how long the Barcode Read Event Responses 
will dwell in the Server Response Section of the UI. 
Value is in seconds.

10

Block Barcode 
Window (hh:mm:ss)

Defines the length in time during which a barcode 
must not be present in the scanner’s field of view 
before it can be rescanned. By default, this is set to 
30 seconds to prevent the same barcode from being 
scanned twice during the normal loading process

00:00:30

Display Orientation Defines the orientation of the User Interface. The 
UI was designed to be in portrait or portrait flipped 
orientation but still supports landscape options.

Portrait

Audible

Parameter Definition Example
Enable Audibles Enables the playing of audibles to alert the material 

handler of a correct or incorrect pallet. The audibles 
are MP3 files that are played by the speaker output 
on RaPTr Scanner. 

 TRUE

SYSTEM
 M

EN
U
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Parameter Definition Example
Incorrect Pallet 
Audible File

Location of the MP3 file that will be played in the 
event of an incorrect pallet being scanned

c:\Artemis\
Alarm.mp3

Correct Pallet Audible 
File

Location of the MP3 file that will be played in the 
event of a correct pallet being scanned.

c:\Artemis\
Good.mp3

CAMERAS MENU
The CAMERAS Menu is comprised of multiple sub menus designed to configure and 
diagnose a camera and lens. To access and change sub menus, or enable features, click the 
Camera Options button  located to the right of the Camera serial number. 

A
D
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LENS SETUP
The Lens Setup Sub-Menu allows for manual changes to be made to the lens settings. For 
each lens setting, a series of buttons, along with a slider can be used to make changes. The 
sliders can be used to make large changes to these parameters, and the buttons can be 
used to make small, incremental changes. If Focus Lock is enabled, changes in zoom will 
result in a change in focus as well. See the Focus Lock sections of this document for more 
information.

Parameter Definition
Zoom Controls the focal length of the lens, resulting in how large a given object 

will appear at a given object distance. Increasing this value will make an 
object appear larger, decreasing will make an object appear smaller. 

Brightness Controls the aperture of the lens. A larger value will result in a larger 
aperture, and therefore a brighter image. Generally, minimizing this value is 
recommended as it provides the greatest depth of field possible.

Focus Controls the focus setting of the lens. Whenever there is an adjustment 
made to zoom, the focus will also need to be changed.
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PROPERTIES
Settings
Each camera operates on an automatic exposure and gain mode, allowing the scanner to 
react quickly to changing lighting conditions in your facility. When either auto exposure 
and auto gain are enabled, the camera will adjust the target parameter on the fly. The auto 
control algorithm is guided by the Target Grey Value parameter. Increasing the Target 
Grey Value can result in a brighter image but will come at the cost of increased exposure 
or gain. If both auto gain and auto exposure are enabled, the auto control algorithm will 
prioritize reducing the gain if there is sufficient lighting. For adjusting exposure, the auto 
control algorithm is capped by the Max Exposure parameter. Increasing this parameter 
can result in brighter images but will come at the cost of performance while in motion. 

Lighting issues can usually be attributed to lighting variations in the environment or to 
the Brightness setting in the Lens Setup sub-menu. It is recommended that the lighting 
conditions of the area be addressed prior to making changes to these parameters.

Parameter Definition Example
Auto Exposure Sets exposure (see below parameter) to automatic.
Exposure (us) A value that defines how long the sensor of the camera 

will acquire light for a given image. Increasing exposure 
can result in a brighter image but will come at the cost of 
lost performance while in motion. An exposure setting of 0 
enables Auto Exposure mode.

 0

Max Exposure (us) Controls the maximum exposure setting that the auto 
control algorithm can set for Auto Exposure. Increasing 
max exposure can result in a brighter image but will come 
at the cost of lost performance while in motion.

 3000

Auto Gain Sets gain (see below parameter) to automatic.
Gain (dB) A value that defines the digital amplification of the signal 

from the camera. Increasing the gain will result in a 
brighter image, but it comes at the cost of signal noise. 
Too much signal noise can result in the inability to decode 
a barcode. A gain setting of 0 enables Auto Gain mode.

 0

Max Gain (db) Controls the maximum gain setting that the auto control 
algorithm can set for Auto Gain. Increasing max gain can 
result in a brighter image but will come at the cost of lost 
performance while in motion.

 30

Target Grey Value (%) Target mean brightness value for the auto control 
algorithm expressed in a percent of overall pixel value. 
Increasing this value can result in a brighter image but can 
come at the expense of performance while in motion or 
increased signal noise.

 20

Image Upload 
Reduction

Defines the amount by which the images that will be 
uploaded to the server will be reduced. A setting of 4 will 
result in the length and width of the image being reduced 
by a factor of 4. 

 8

Auto Function Priority Selects the precedence of the intensity controller to either 
prioritize gain or prioritize exposure.
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Display
The following parameters affect how the camera image is displayed while in RUN MODE. 
The Image section of the RUN MODE display is a grid with a camera image filling the 
positions of the grid. For multiple camera systems, this can mean that the grid can be 
customized by the UI Row and UI Column parameters. Rotation controls what orientation 
the camera images will be displayed in. By default, this is -90°. The Name parameter only 
controls the name displayed while in diagnostic mode. By default, it is the serial number of 
the camera.

Parameter Definition Example
Name Displayed name of the camera while diagnostic mode is 

enabled.
 40166837, 
Camera 1

Rotation Controls the display orientation of the camera image.  -90°
UI Row Row location on the Image grid where the camera’s image 

will be displayed. All grid positions start with 0.
 0

UI Column Column location on the Image grid where the camera’s 
image will be displayed. All grid positions start with 0.

 0

Passive Camera
The following section describes the parameters needed to enable a passive camera. For 
more information on passive cameras, see the Passive Cameras section of this document. 

Note: Changes to passive camera settings will only take effect when the scanner is restarted.

Parameter Definition Example
Enable Enables passive camera mode for this camera. If enabled, 

the camera will not be used to scan for barcodes
 TRUE

Image Delay (ms) Time delay between when a Barcode Read Event is 
triggered and when the Image is captured. 

 5000

Hide Display Image If Enabled, the camera’s image feed will not be displayed 
on the Run Mode display.

 TRUE

CONFIG WIZARD
RaPTr Scanner offers a Configuration Wizard to assist in the setup of a lens. The 
Configuration Wizard assists in configuring the Scan Area of the scanner along with the 
focal plane. For a step by step walkthrough of the process, see the Configuring the Lens 
section of this manual.

DIAGNOSTICS
Within the cameras menu, the DIAGNOSTICS sub-menu can be used to verify camera 
performance. When the scanner is actively reading a barcode, the barcode is highlighted in 
green on the displayed image. The barcode that is influencing the pie charts is highlighted 
green but also contains a blue border. 

Note:  If there is no barcode being actively read, these parameters may not be visible. 
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Parameter Definition
Last Result Displays value of barcode being read. 
Module Width and Height Indicates size of the modules within the 2-dimensional barcode 

being read. Units are pixels.
Narrow Bar Width Indicates size of the narrow bar within the 1-dimensional barcode 

being read. Units are pixels.
Contrast Score Metric of how well the color density of the pixels are distributed 

across the image. The higher the Contrast Score, the better. A high 
Contrast Score means that white pixels are easily identifiable against 
black pixels. To manually adjust contrast, drag the Brightness slider 
in the Lens Setup sub-menu.
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To influence the Module Width and Height values in the DIAGNOSTICS sub-tab, use the 
Zoom setting in the Lens Setup sub-menu. A larger barcode ensures better readability at 
the cost of a reduced field of view. The goal is to strike a balance between size of barcode 
and the area within which the camera can see and read barcodes. Zooming the lens in 
allows it to read smaller barcodes while also reducing surrounding visibility. Zooming the 
lens out allows it to see a larger area but it may not be able to find barcodes in the image 
that are too small. 

ADVANCED DIAGNOSTICS
Advanced Diagnostics can be used to further tune in the performance of the camera. The 
two main sections of Advanced Diagnostics are the histogram and the barcode image. 
The barcode image is the most recent decoded barcode cropped and zoomed for viewing 
purposes. The histogram is a graphical representation of the pixel values of the cropped 
barcode image. When focusing the lens, the image of the barcode should appear crisp 
and two distinct peaks should appear on the histogram. Two images are shown below that 
demonstrate a well-focused lens and a lens that is slightly out of focus.

Well-FocusedWell-Focused Out of FocusOut of Focus

FOCUS LOCK
When Focus Lock is enabled, RaPTr Scanner will adjust the Focus of the lens whenever 
adjustments are made to the Zoom parameter of the lens. This can be used to keep an 
image in focus as small changes are made, but is not intended to maintain a perfectly 
focused lens. After Zoom changes are made, Focus should be fine tuned to achieve 
crisp results.
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INITIAL SET-UP
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS: 
Once the RaPTr Scanner has been physically mounted, there is a short procedure required 
to set up each camera:

1. Prepare the area - A representative pallet should be placed in the typical location
where you want to capture the barcodes.

2. Position the physical camera canister so that the image of the pallet is visible on
screen. The camera canister is on a pan-tilt mount and can be moved without
loosening bolts. Ensure that a typical barcode is on the camera-facing surface of
the pallet in the middle of the image.

SELECTING SYMBOLOGIES: 
1. From RUN MODE, press F5 or click on the RaPTr logo located in the top right

corner.
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2. Click the CONFIGURE button.

3. If not currently shown, navigate to the System menu by clicking the SYSTEM
button.

4. Select the symbologies needed for your application by clicking the selectors to
the right of each symbology.

5. Click the SAVE button to both apply the changes and save them through restart,
or APPLY to simply apply changes.

SLECTIN
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CONNECTING TO RAPTR SERVER 
OPTION 1: USE RAPTR SERVER (Artemis Vision’s proprietary UDP/TCP protocol)

1.  Ensure your scanner has an IP address and is connected to your network. The 
current IP address can be found in the bottom right-hand corner of the RUN 
MODE display. If neither of these things are true, contact your local IT professional. 

 Note: The Alarm banner will show the error “Lost connection with server” until all 
steps in this section have been completed.

2.  From RUN MODE, press F5 or click on the RaPTr logo located in the top right corner.
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3.  Click the CONFIGURE button.

4.  If not currently shown, navigate to the System menu by clicking the SYSTEM 
button.

5.  Enter a new Location ID for your scanner. This should be unique for this facility.
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6. Enter the IP Address of RaPTr Server. Optionally, update the Port Numbers.

7. Select how images should be handled by RaPTr Scanner.

8. Click the SAVE button to both apply the changes and save them through restart,
or APPLY to simply apply changes.

9. If connection can be established, the error “Lost connection with server” should
disappear from the alarm banner within a few seconds. If the error persists, see
the Troubleshooting section of this document.
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OPTION 2: USE REST API

1. Ensure your scanner has an IP address and is connected to your network.
The current IP address can be found in the bottom right-hand corner of the
RUN MODE display. If neither of these things are true, contact your local IT
professional.

Note: The Alarm banner will show the error “Lost connection with server” until all
steps in this section have been completed.

2. From RUN MODE, press F5 or click on the RaPTr logo located in the top right
corner.
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3. Click the CONFIGURE button.

4. If not currently shown, navigate to the System menu by clicking the SYSTEM
button.

5. Choose REST API from the Server Interface dropdown.
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6. Enter the Server Hostname of the RaPTr Server. Optionally, update the REST
API Local Port and the REST API Server Port. To use SSL encryption between
RaPTr Server and Scanner, select the Use SSL option.

7. Select how images should be handled by RaPTr Scanner.

8. Click the SAVE button to both apply the changes and save them through restart,
or APPLY to simply apply changes.

9. If connection can be established, the error “Lost connection with server” should
disappear from the alarm banner within a few seconds. If the error persists, see
the Troubleshooting section of this document.
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CONFIGURING THE LENS: 
USING THE MANUAL METHOD (recommended for advanced users or for instances in 

which the Auto configuration method is not sufficient):

1. From RUN MODE, press F5 or click on the RaPTr logo located in the top right
corner.
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2. Click the CONFIGURE button.

3. If not currently shown, navigate to the Camera you wish to configure by clicking
the CAMERAS button, and then click the serial number of the target camera.

4. If not currently shown, navigate to the LENS SETUP submenu by clicking the
camera options button  to the right of the camera serial number and clicking 
the LENS SETUP button.
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5. Manually move the Zoom setting by either dragging the slider or clicking the
buttons on either side of the slider. Stop once a desired Scan Area is obtained.

Scan 
Area
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6. Manually move the Focus setting by either dragging the slider or clicking the
buttons on either side of the slider. Stop once your barcode is detected by the
scanner and scanning is stable. You should expect the scanner to draw a green box
with a blue border around your barcode. Stable scanning will be an instance where
the green/blue rectangle does not flicker.

Indicates 
stable scanning

Note: Steps 5 and 6 may need to be completed multiple times to achieve the desired scan 
area and focus.
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USING THE CONFIGURATION WIZARD:

1. From RUN MODE, press F5 or click on the RaPTr logo located in the top right
corner.

2. Click the CONFIGURE button.
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3. If not currently shown, navigate to the Camera you wish to configure by clicking
the CAMERAS button, and then click the serial number of the target camera.

4. To enter the Configuration Wizard, click the camera options button in the upper
right-hand corner and click the CONFIG WIZARD button.

5. Carefully read the instructions listed on the first page (see following image).
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6. Click the NEXT button.
7. Locate the configuration label provided with your RaPTr Scanner (shown below).

8. Place the configuration label next to your pallet label.
9. Aim the camera you are configuring such that the configuration label and pallet

label are inside of the green box shown on the screen.
10. Click the SET ZOOM button. If the scanner cannot decode the configuration

barcode or the pallet barcode, it will first perform a focus search to attempt to
find them.
a. If both configuration barcode and pallet barcodes are found, the scanner will

calculate the appropriate zoom factor to either meet the desired scan area or
produce stable scanning. The calibration barcode will be highlighted in blue
and the pallet barcode will be highlighted in green. Any additional barcodes
will be highlighted in yellow.

b. If the scanner cannot find either the configuration or pallet barcode, it
will make three more attempts before producing an error message. In the
event of an error, verify that both barcodes are inside of the green box.
If both barcodes are inside the green box, exit the Configuration Wizard,
manually adjust the zoom such that the scan area is smaller, and attempt the
Configuration Wizard again.
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13. If the desired scan area is reached, navigate to the next section by clicking the
NEXT button.

14. Take a moment to verify that both barcodes are still within the green box.
15. Click the FOCUS button. The scanner will now do a fine search for the pallet

barcode. Once it finds the pallet barcode, it will attempt to find the focus setting
that provides the greatest scanning stability. From there it will adjust brightness
settings to provide optimal performance for the current lighting conditions.
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TO 16. If the desired results are achieved, click the ACKNOWLEDGE button, then the
ACCEPT button; otherwise return to the previous sections, or click the CANCEL
button to close the wizard and return to lens settings prior to starting the
Configuration Wizard. See following images.

Note: Changes will be applied immediately, but the SAVE button must be clicked after 
changes applied to avoid losing changes after powering down.
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PASSIVE CAMERAS
If you have purchased a photo documentation camera (1781-CAMS-PD-XX) then you will 
not need to enable the camera as passive as the scanner will auto-detect that it is a 
photo documentation camera and set it to passive. However, you will need to set the other 
parameters related to passive camera functionality. For more information, see the Cameras 
Menu section of this document. 

If you did not purchase a photo documentation camera but wish to use a camera as 
passive, take the following steps: 

1. Mount and aim the camera where desired and plug into RaPTr Scanner.

2. From RUN MODE, press F5 or click on the RaPTr logo located in the top right
corner.
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2. Click the CONFIGURE button.

3. If not currently shown, navigate to the Camera you wish to configure by clicking
the CAMERAS button, and then click the serial number of the target camera.

4. If not currently shown, navigate to the PROPERTIES submenu by clicking
the camera options button in the upper right-hand corner and clicking the
PROPERTIES button.
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5. Under the Passive Cameras section, the passive camera should be automatically
enabled. Optionally, change the Image Delay and Hide Image Display
parameters. For more information, see the Passive Cameras section of Cameras
Menu in this document.

6. Open the camera enclosure to adjust the Field of View (FOV) using the camera
lens Zoom (outer ring) until desired area is shown. Adjust the lens Aperture
(inner ring) for light, and adjust the Focus (middle ring) until image reaches
desired crispness.

7. Repeat this process for all connected photo documentation cameras.
8. SAVE the settings changes.
8. Restart the RaPTr Scanner.
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SPECIFICATIONS

1781-SCNR-FA

1781-CAMS-BD-03
1781-CAMS-BD-10
1781-CAMS-BD-26

1781-CAMS-PD-03
1781-CAMS-PD-10
1781-CAMS-PD-26

OPTICS
Camera Resolution 16MP 16MP 1.2MP

Color Mode Grayscale Grayscale RGB

Frames Per Second (fps) Decodes at 22 fps Decodes at 22 fps Images at 52 fps

PC
Operating System Win. 10 IoT ENT LTSC n/a n/a

Display Interface HDMI2.0, 4Kx2K 60Hz n/a n/a

Ethernet RJ-45 x 2 for GbE LAN n/a n/a

Wi-Fi 802.11 ac/a/b/g/n + BT5.0, 
2T2R, Wi-Fi 5 n/a n/a

I/O
USB Type-A x 2 for USB3.2 n/a n/a
USB Type-A x 4 for USB 2.0 n/a n/a

POWER
Power Supply 120-240VAC, 50/60 Hz Powered by 1781-SCNR-FA USB 

Ports
Powered by 1781-SCNR-FA USB 

Ports

Power Consumption 75 Watts n/a n/a

Plug Types Type B plug by default USB 3.0 & 2.0 (Depending on 
model includes 3-, 10-, or 26-ft cable)

USB 3.0 & 2.0 (Depending on model 
includes 3-, 10-, or 26-ft cable)

MECHANICAL
Mounting Includes masonry & Unistrut 

mounting kits
Includes masonry & Unistrut 

mounting kits
Includes masonry & Unistrut 

mounting kits

Dimensions (H X L X W) 14.1" x 17.0" x 5.8" 
(357.5 x 432.4 x 148.6 mm)

14.1” x 17.0” x 4.5” 
(357.5 x 432.4 x 114.3 mm)

14.1” x 17.0” x 4.5” 
(357.5 x 432.4 x 114.3 mm)

Net Weight 11.67 lbs. (5.29 kg) 6.94 lbs. (3.15 kg) 6.5 lbs. (2.95 kg)

ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Temp. 14°F - 131°F (-10°C - 55°C) 14°F - 131°F (-10°C - 55°C) 14°F - 131°F (-10°C - 55°C)
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DIMENSIONS
RAPTR SCANNER (1781-SCNR-FA)

ADDITIONAL CAMERAS (1781-CAMS-BD, 1781-CAMS-PD)

WALL BRACKET (1781-CAMS-WB)
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MAINTENANCE
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
RaPTr Scanner has been designed to be in a fixed location, with measures that protect it 
from many environments. In many cases, no preventative maintenance is required but for 
those that have particularly dirty environments the following tasks are recommended:

1. Inspect the scanner to for condensation around the lens and PC.

2. Using a soft cloth, or IPA lens wipes, carefully clean the lens.

3. If significant accumulation of dust or debris has occurred on the PC, carefully
remove the debris with a can of compressed air. CAUTION: touching the PC is
not recommended while it is running as it may be warm or in some cases, hot.

4. Confirm that the pan/tilt mount connections are tight.

REPLACEMENT
RaPTr Scanner is designed to be easily removed and replaced. Artemis Vision does not 
support field replacement of individual components of the scanner and suggests that 
a full replacement be performed. Artemis Vision has a repair program in place to repair 
damaged scanners. Please take the following steps to remove and replace your scanner:

1. Close the RaPTr Scanner software.

2. Power down the scanner by going through a Windows power down sequence.

3. Once the power button on the PC is no longer illuminated, unplug all power
connections to the scanner and remove its connection to the monitor.

4. Using a 13mm wrench, fully loosen the three nuts that connect the scanner to
the wall mount bracket.

5. Remove the damaged scanner from the wall mount bracket.

6. Attach the replacement scanner.

7. After the replacement scanner has been mounted and connected to the monitor,
power on the scanner by plugging in the power connection.

8. From here, follow the steps listed in the Initial Setup section of this document.

For more information on repairs, RMA, and warranty, contact Artemis Vision at 
support@artemisvision.com.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
CONNECTION LOSS TO SERVER
If you are not able to connect the scanner to RaPTr Server and are seeing the “Lost 
connection with server” error, follow the steps below to troubleshoot. If the losses are 
intermittent, consider improving the network infrastructure, and if you are using Wi-Fi, 
consider connecting the scanner to the network via ethernet.

1. Verify that the scanner has been assigned an IP address and is connected to the
network. This can either be done by viewing the IP address display on the RUN
MODE display or by viewing the network properties via the Windows interface.

2. Attempt to ping the IP address of RaPTr Server using the windows command
prompt. If the ping requests are successful, move on to step 3, if not, follow the
sub steps:

a. Ensure the server is connected to the network and has an IP address. Confirm
that the IP address matches the IP address entered in the Server IP field in the
SYSTEM Menu.

b. If the scanner is not on the same subnet as the server, make sure that the
default gateway is set. If a default gateway is provided, make sure that the
scanner can ping the gateway.

3. If ping requests are returned as successful but no connection is established,
ensure that all firewall exceptions have been made for the Server Port.

UNABLE TO READ BARCODE
If you are not able to get your RaPTr Scanner to read your barcode, take the following 
steps:

1. Confirm that your barcode symbology is selected. Refer to the Selecting
Symbologies section of this document.

2. If you are using a 1-dimensional barcode, consider switching to or adding a
2-dimensional barcode.

3. If switching symbologies is not an option or if you are currently using a
2-dimensional symbology, consider increasing the overall size of the barcode.

4. For further options and assistance, contact Artemis Vision at support@
artemisvision.com.
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CONNECTION LOSS TO CAMERA
If the scanner is not able to connect to your camera or losing connection intermittently, 
take the following steps:

1. Confirm the USB connection to the PC is fully seated and secure.

2. Remove the outer shelf of the camera canister.

3. Inspect cable for damage.

4. Confirm USB connection to the Camera is fully seated and secure.

5. If the green LED on the back of the camera is not solid green or if you cannot
connect to the camera, contact Artemis Vision at support@artemisvision.com.

CONNECTION LOSS TO LENS
If the scanner is not able to connect to your lens or losing connection intermittently, take 
the following steps:

1. Confirm the USB connection to the PC is fully seated and secure.

2. Remove the outer shelf of the camera canister.

3. Inspect cable for damage.

4. If you still cannot connect to the lens, contact Artemis Vision at support@
artemisvision.com.
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support@artemisvision.com
(303) 832-1111

www.artemisvision.com
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